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Abstract

This paper introduces the recent progress in methodologies and their related applications based on the soft X-ray interference lithography beamline in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility. Dual-beam, multibeam interference lithography and Talbot lithography have been adopted as basic methods in the beamline. To improve the experimental performance, a precise real-time vibration evaluation system has been established; and the lithography stability has been greatly improved. In order to meet the demands for higher resolution and practical application, novel experimental methods have been developed, such as high-order diffraction interference exposure, high-aspect-ratio and large-area stitching exposure, and parallel direct writing achromatic Talbot lithography. As of now, a 25 nm half-pitch pattern has been obtained; and a cm² exposure area has been achieved in practical samples. The above methods have been applied to extreme ultraviolet photoresist evaluation, photonic crystal and surface plasmonic effect research, and so on.
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1. Introduction

Soft X-ray interference lithography (XIL) is a novel micro/nanoprocessing technique that utilizes the interference fringes of two or more coherent X-ray beams to expose the photoresist and obtain a periodic nanopattern [1-3]. The technique is based primarily on the third-generation synchrotron sources, of which high throughput and good coherence provide the basis for high performance XIL techniques.

In the field of micro/nanomanufacturing, XIL is a unique parallel fabrication technique independent of mainstream extreme manufacturing techniques. It focuses on the manufacture of strictly periodic patterns.
Moreover, large areas of high-resolution nanostructures can be achieved efficiently. Compared with traditional high resolution fabrication techniques [4-7], such as electron beam lithography (EBL), focused ion beam (FIB), and nanoimprint lithography (NIL), XIL has the characteristics of strict periodicity, large-area fabrication, large depth of focus, and no need for substrate conduction [8-9]. In terms of resolution, the XIL technique’s theoretical limit of resolution can reach less than 4 nm [10]. Compared with EBL and FIB, at the same resolution level, the throughput of XIL is much higher. Using XIL, the fabrication of ~ cm² nanostructures can be achieved within several hours. The service life of the mask and the defect control effect of the exposed sample are better than NIL because of the noncontact exposure method.

In extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) technology, the XIL technique is used to evaluate the performance of novel extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photoresists. Soft X-ray interference lithography with an EUV synchrotron radiation source (EUV-IL) is a powerful tool for EUV photoresist evaluation under working conditions. Other extreme manufacturing techniques that do not use EUV light sources cannot replace its role. Moreover, on a commercial EUV lithography machine worth hundreds of millions of dollars, no manufacturer can tolerate the risk of potential contamination of the equipment by the novel photoresist. Therefore, the EUV-IL technique is currently the only feasible EUV photoresist evaluation tool.

In the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF), the XIL beamline (BL08U1B) applies a high brilliance undulator source and an achromatic diffraction scheme to obtain high quality interference fringes and practical throughput for a variety of scientific research and industrial applications [11]. Similarly, in the XIL-II beamline of the Swiss Light Source and BL-9 beamline of the SUBARU light source, XIL techniques have been employed in research of EUV photoresists, nanomagnetics, block copolymers, and silicon nanodevices [12-20]. The researchers in this field have ongoing efforts to develop XIL by obtaining higher exposure pattern resolution, efficiently fabricating large-area exposure patterns, and developing the exposure methods that facilitate subsequent pattern transfer [21-24]. In this article, we introduce our contributions to the above three objectives, including exposure tool optimization, new fabrication techniques, and the related applications based on these techniques.

2. The vibration condition control of the exposure system

A large number of experiments have proven that suppressing the vibration of the exposure system is the key to the success of the soft XIL experiment [25, 26]. At the XIL beamline, a laser interferometer (attocube systems AG, FPS3010) was installed on the exposure system to monitor the displacement between the mask stage and the wafer stage in the horizontal and vertical directions, thus realizing a precise real-time vibration
evaluation system, as shown in Figure 1. Based on this evaluation system, we determined we could monitor and further improve the stability of the exposure system and the surrounding environment and selected appropriate experimental conditions. In the current experiment, the relative position fluctuation of the mask and the sample can be controlled below 2.5 nm root mean square (RMS) during a ten-minute exposure, which provides a good experimental guarantee for the subsequent XIL experiment.

![Fig. 1. The schematic and experimental setup of the vibration evaluation system.](image)

### 3. Experimental methodologies

#### 3.1 Interference lithography with high-order diffraction beams

The stable exposure of high-resolution patterns is the most important technical capability of the XIL beamline [27]. The XIL mask plays a key role in achieving high-quality pattern exposure. Figure 2 illustrates the basic structure of the mask grating and the principle of the dual-grating interference. The incident light is diffracted by the gratings in the mask, and the diffraction angle is set to $\theta$, which satisfies

$$
\sin \theta = \frac{N\lambda}{P_g}
$$

(1)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident light, $P_g$ is the grating pitch, $N$ is the diffraction order, and the pitch of the interference fringe is

$$
P = \frac{\lambda}{2\sin \theta}
$$

(2)

Thus

$$
P = \frac{P_g}{2N}
$$

(3)

As shown by Equation 3, the fringe pitch is independent of the wavelength and is only determined by the grating pitch and the diffraction order. A smaller fringe pitch can be obtained by the interference with higher order diffraction beams. At present, interference lithography based on first-order diffraction has been widely
used in EUV photoresist evaluation, and interference lithography based on high-order diffraction is not widely used due to the low efficiency of mask grating, as the height and duty cycle of the grating is difficult to precisely control in the grating fabrication process [28].

Fig. 2. (a) The principle of higher order diffraction interference lithography technology and (b) the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the photoresist pattern after second order diffraction interference lithography with about 25 nm half-pitch.

Traditionally, XIL masks are first defined by EBL and then fabricated by corresponding post-processing. In the XIL-II beamline at the Swiss Light Source, a negative photoresist hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) was adopted to form gratings directly through the EBL and obtain high-resolution exposed patterns [29], eliminating the need for cumbersome post-processing.

A set of traditional processes has been developed for the XIL masks in the SSRF XIL beamline. Furthermore, in order to meet the small pitch requirement of EUV photoresist evaluation, we have developed novel fabrication techniques that do not rely on post-processing to obtain a good quality XIL mask of smaller pitches with less line edge roughness. At present, two methods of fabricating high-order diffraction gratings have been developed. One is to fabricate gratings on the EBL-defined photoresist patterns by means of atomic layer deposition (ALD) of titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) to improve the grating’s diffraction efficiency, and the other is to directly fabricate the grating by the metal-oriented deposition technique without relying on EBL [30]. As shown in Figure 2, nanostructures with a half-pitch of about 25 nm have been obtained by the above gratings; and these masks can work stably for a long service time under high irradiation conditions.

3.2 Large-area stitching exposure method capable of deep exposure

To satisfy the large-area sample requirements for practical micro/nanodevices and for some scientific tests [31-33], it is necessary to develop a novel XIL technique which can efficiently expose the large-area patterns with high aspect ratios. The patterns obtained by the usual XIL are determined by the pitch and arrangement of the mask gratings, and a single exposure area is determined by those of the grating. In order to accurately stitch
the single-exposure fields and break the limitation of the mask grating area, we propose observing the position of the interference zone and zero-order spots on-line by a small amount of high-order harmonic X-rays before exposure and then accurately blocking the zero-order beam by an order-sorting aperture (OSA). Thus a large-area stitching technique has been developed in the SSRF XIL beamline [34]. The principle and experimental setup are shown in Figure 3. Using this technique, the zero-order spots around the interference pattern were eliminated; and thus a large-area pattern was obtained with micron precision stitching. In order to achieve high aspect ratio patterns, an incident light was selected with a photon energy 140 eV, higher than the usual 92.5 eV. Thus a set of masks with permalloy blocking layers was developed to deal with the higher photon energy [35]. Patterns with an aspect ratio of up to 3 at 100 nm half-pitch were achieved using this fabrication process. Combining the above two methods, we further obtained a large-area (1.44 cm²), nanoporous structure with an aspect ratio of 3 [36] and achieved pattern transfer using different processes, such as etching and lift-off. In order to meet the demands of different applications, we have successfully fabricated nanostructures on different substrates, such as silicon (Si), yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG), and silicon dioxide (SiO₂).

![Fig. 3. (a) The principle of large-area stitching deep exposure and (b) the corresponding experimental setup.](image)

### 3.3 Parallel direct writing achromatic Talbot lithography

Periodic structures with complex cells can be widely applied to various research fields, such as the polarization adjustment of light, large-area magnetic recording elements, and full absorption modulation of broadband light [37-39]. However, the normal XIL technique can only fabricate the nanoarrays with simple lines or dots. For this reason, a parallel direct writing achromatic Talbot lithography (DW-ATL) was developed for the complex structures in the above applications [40-41]. The principle and preliminary
experimental results of DW-ATL are shown in Figure 4. The light spot arrays obtained by achromatic Talbot lithography (ATL) are employed as the basic exposure units. Periodic patterns with complex cells can be achieved by scanning the wafer stage with nanometer precision. The scanning accuracy is controlled through the laser interferometer feedback during the exposure. Periodic nanostructures with a resolution of 60 nm were fabricated, with short-line, L-shaped, and tri-shaped cells.

![Fig. 4.](image)

**Fig. 4.** (a) The principle of achromatic Talbot lithography (ATL) and an ATL mask consists of a hexagonal chromium (Cr) lattice with a 520 nm pitch and 130 nm hole diameter, (b) a 520 nm pitch lattice with a spot diameter of approximately 50 nm obtained directly from ATL, and further complex patterns obtained by direct writing achromatic Talbot lithography (DW-ATL) scanning.

4. Applications

4.1 EUV photoresist evaluation

Extreme ultraviolet lithography is a candidate for large-scale integrated circuits moving toward 7 nm and below process nodes, and EUV photoresist is considered to be one of the most important key techniques for EUVL [42-43]. Due to the high cost of EUVL tools and the high risk of damage to EUV tools’ internal environment, it is unrealistic to use EUVL tools for EUV photoresist evaluation during development. Extreme ultraviolet interference lithography based on a 92.5 eV synchrotron radiation source is recognized as the most effective EUV photoresist evaluation tool [44-47], which can greatly accelerate the development of EUV photoresists. The X-ray interference lithography beamline at SSRF has established a complete evaluation platform for EUV photoresist sensitivity, resolution, line edge roughness, and outgassing analysis [48]. A large
amount of EUV photoresist research work has been conducted based on the platform, and Figure 5 in Ref. [49] shows the EUV photoresist test results.

![EUV photoresist test results](image)

**Fig. 5.** High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of line-space patterns (top view) for various exposure doses, with line width (LW) and line-edge roughness (LER) values. It was performed at SSRF with a grating period of 280 nm and a pattern period of 140 nm. *(Reproduced with permission from ACS. ©2019 by the American Chemical Society.)*

### 4.2 Scintillator extraction efficiency enhancement

A scintillator plays an important role in radiation detection systems and has various applications in high-energy physics experiments and nuclear medicine imaging [50-52]. The efficiency of a scintillator-based detector is highly dependent on luminescence conversion efficiency and light extraction efficiency. At present, a large-area stitching exposure XIL technique is applied to fabricate nanoscale periodic structures on scintillators to improve light extraction efficiency.

For example, the photonic crystal structures fabricated on the surface of a BGO scintillator using a combination of XIL with ALD, as shown in Figure 6 in Ref. [53], can achieve significantly enhanced light extraction based on the outcoupling of the evanescent field with the photonic crystal structures. A 95.1% enhancement was obtained in the present study. A high refractive index due to the conformal TiO$_2$ layer enables the efficient coupling and thus the enhanced extraction efficiency with a relatively low height of the structured layer. This method is very promising for light extraction of devices in which a large-area surface is required for practical applications.
4.3 Optical filtering

Surface plasmons (SP) have become the focus of various fields due to their extraordinary ability to manipulate light beyond the optical diffraction limits [54-56]. As shown in Figures 7 and 8 in Ref. [57], the large area stitching exposure XIL technique has played an important role in SP-based plasma color filter research [58].

Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of the two-dimensional crystal structures coated with plastic luminescent films and the sample fabricated by this process. (Reproduced with permission from Springer Nature. © 2018 by Springer Nature.)

Fig. 7. Nanostructured filters fabricated by stitching X-ray interference lithography (XIL), consisting of nanocylinders on a 20 nm thick Ag film. (Reproduced with permission from OSA. © 2019 by the Optical Society of America.)
5. Conclusions

In the field of micro/nanomanufacturing, XIL is a unique parallel fabrication technique independent of mainstream extreme manufacturing techniques. Large areas of high-resolution, strictly periodic nanostructures can be achieved efficiently by this technique. As the only feasible tool for novel EUV photoresist evaluation, the EUV-IL technique plays an important role in EUVL technology. A precise real-time vibration evaluation system has been established in the SSRF XIL beamline to suppress the vibration sources and ensure the stability of the exposure process. On this basis, novel XIL techniques have been developed, such as high-order diffraction XIL exposure, deep XIL exposure, large-area stitching exposure, and parallel DW-ATL. At present, photoresist patterns of 25 nm half-pitch, cm² exposure area, and an aspect ratio of 3 have been achieved. Based on these new methods, many applications have been carried out, such as EUV photoresist performance testing, photonic crystal preparation, and surface plasmon effect devices.
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